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About This Game

Get ready to compete in the most brutal sport of the moment. In the Dog Eat Dog tournament, you should avail yourself of your
ruthless fighting skills and crush your enemies if you want to make your way to victory. Fight alone or with friends, compete in

multiple stages and game modes, and improve your favorite fighter. Bloodbath takes fighting games to a new dimension!

Bloodbath offers the most brutal action ever seen in a fighting game. Compete in numerous 3D interactive environments and
enjoy a complete combat system that includes evasive and offensive maneuvers, spectacular combos, special skills and many

features that makes each match in Bloodbath a completely new one.

Features

Choose from 4 different game modes, which include various targets either alone or in teams.

Fight in 5 interactive stages where traps and mutants will make things even more difficult.

Master 6 unique characters, each one with their own features and combat skills.

Gain experience, level up and unlock multiple rewards.

Play online up to 6 players.
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10\/10 like skyrim with guns. Game of all the years. Don't miss out on this hot release.. 10\/10 like skyrim with guns. Game of
all the years. Don't miss out on this hot release.. Biggest waste of money ever. Don't buy. Instead invest your time in writing an
angry letter to the devs telling them that this abortion of a game should never have been releeased and they should switch
careers. This game is really, really bad. Something about it rubs me the wrong way..........I don't even know how this game got in
my library, but I want to burn the bookshelf now.. Dear Mr. Developer,

Your game sucks.
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It doesn't want you to stop playing. If you have queued for a match you can't cancel out. So if it's stuck looking for one, you
have to whip out the task manager cause alt-f4 isn't working. Just don't buy it.. 15 euro for a game that has God awful hit
detection, repetitive and boring combat, and abysmal ideas all together like having my bloody PC name as my characters name.
Played one game and already I'm regretting it. Absolutely bloody shameful. Glad I got this as a gift because holy mother of god I
pity anyone that bought this sorry pile of♥♥♥♥♥♥♥at full price. Avoid like the plague.. I liked the game other than nobody
plays it, so online in dead.
Would be so much fun with updates and more people online. Looks good on the images and trailers, buuuuuuuut the execution
is not so good.
The controls are too complicated, and the game gets repetitive after 10 minutes.
Maybe with some patches... This game was terrible. I played it for about five minutes and decided I'd rather stick a fork in my
eye. The controls are difficult at best, and convoluted at worst, please do not support this company by buying a game that feels
like Shaq-Fu met with Gladiator. Thank you.. So my friends and I wanted to play this game together. We sat in the
matchmaking for at least 40 minutes. When we were able to FINALLY connect, the game is trash. The hit detection
is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The game is terrible. The people who made the game know it's trash. Stay away. Stay far
far far far far farrrrr away. I am so sorry you even read this. You wasted your time. Please, spend your money on a better game.
This game is not even a game. It's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665water.
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